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• Offers high quality teaching
• Utilises appropriate resources
• Develops the early stages of reading

and writing
• Develops initial mathematical skills

How can Early Years Education
help my child?
Well planned, enjoyable and challenging
play, both indoors and outdoors, is a key
way in which young children learn. Children
engage in many different types of play and
at times this can be boisterous; sometimes
children will describe and discuss what
they are doing, and sometimes children
are quiet and reflective as they play. All of
these types of play can occur with others
in a large group or when playing alone. We
make sure that there is an appropriate
balance of direct teaching and child initiated
learning so that children are well prepared
for the next stage of their education.

Through play, in a secure environment
with adult support, children can:
• Think creatively and imaginatively
• Communicate with others as they

investigate or solve problems
• Explore, develop and represent learning

experiences to help them make sense
of the world

• Practise and build up ideas, concepts
and skills

• Learn how to control impulses, develop
good relationships, respect for other
pupils and adults, and understand the
need for rules

• Learn independently, by cooperating
with others or as they talk or rehearse
their feelings

Our Academy
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Introduction
This section of the prospectus contains

more detailed information about the

Academy, including expectations,

guidelines and statistical data. The Priory

Witham Academy has a reputation for high

standards of uniform and behaviour. We

have set out clearly what is required of

our pupils and all members of our

Academy are expected to adhere to our

ethos and expectations. Parents are

expected to positively support the

Academy in its aims.

Educational opportunities
and environments

Foundation Stage
Young children learn through active

exploration and example. Children deepen

their understanding by playing, talking,

observing, planning, questioning,

experimenting, testing and repeating,

reflecting with and responding to adults

and each other.

We aim to provide children with the skills

to grow as competent and confident

learners and communicators.

In the early years provision we aim to

provide an environment that:

• Is safe, happy and secure

• Combines children’s interests and

experiences

• Provides clear expectations

• Offers experiences and encompasses

all developmental areas

• Values children’s contributions

What do children learn?

Learning Areas
The Academy follows the Early Years

Foundation Stage Framework. The areas

of learning and development are:

Prime Areas
• Personal, Social and Emotional

  development

• Physical development

• Communication and Language

Specific Areas
• Literacy

• Mathematics

• Understanding the World

• Expressive Arts and Design
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Primary

This phase of the Academy will offer

teaching and learning to develop the child’s

knowledge and understanding across a

range of subjects. It ensures progression

in terms of content, understanding and

skills as the child moves from Year 1

through to Year 6. Children will learn about

teamwork, decision making, problem

solving and communication. The nature

of the Academy as a 0-18 school means

that pupils will enjoy a mixture of specialist

teaching and facilities as well as a strong

class base with their own teacher.

Each year group is led by an experienced

Lead Practitioner.

From the earliest years, we ensure the

acquisition of good computing skills

through both specific lessons and the use

of the latest technology in the classroom

in all areas of learning. We emphasise the

development of the children’s research

and reporting skills in order to develop

their self-confidence as independent

learners. Our children are taught to be

self-motivated, creative, independent and

reflective thinkers.

The main aims in the primary phase are:

• To support children in their development

as independent, inquisitive, creative,

critical thinkers and learners.

The Early Years Foundation Stage

underpins all future learning by

supporting, fostering, promoting and

developing children’s:

Personal, social and emotional

development:
development: in particular by supporting

the transition to and between settings,

promoting an inclusive ethos and providing

opportunities for each child to become a

valued member of the group and

community so that a strong self-image

and self-esteem are promoted;

Positive attitudes and dispositions

towards their learning:
with an enthusiasm for knowledge and

learning, and a confidence in their ability

to be successful learners;

Social skills:
in particular by providing opportunities that

enable them to learn how to co-operate

and work harmoniously alongside and with

each other and to listen to each other;

Attention skills and persistence:
especially the capacity to concentrate on

their own play or on group tasks;

Communication and language:
with the opportunity for all children to talk

and communicate in a widening range of

situations, to respond to adults and to

each other, to practise and extend the

range of vocabulary and communication

skills they use, and to listen carefully;

Physical development:
with opportunities for all children to develop

and practise their fine and gross motor

skills, increase their understanding of how

their bodies work and what they need to

be healthy and safe;

Literacy:
with opportunities for all children to explore,

enjoy, learn about, and use words and

text in a broad range of contexts and to

experience a rich variety of books;

Mathematics:
with opportunities for all children to develop

their understanding of number,

measurement, pattern, shape and space

by providing a broad range of contexts in

which they can explore, enjoy, learn,

practise and talk about them;

Understanding the world:
with opportunities for all children to solve

problems, make decisions, experiment,

predict, plan and question in a varied range

of contexts; to explore and find out about

their environment, and people and places

that have significance in their lives;

Expressive arts and design:
with opportunities for all children to explore

and share their thoughts, ideas and feelings

through a variety of art, design and

technology, music, movement, dance and

imaginative role-play activities.
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All items of uniform, including PE kit, must

be clearly marked with the pupil’s name.

In exceptional circumstances, where there

is a clear medical need that prevents flat

or low heeled shoes from being worn,

plain black training shoes can be

substituted by prior arrangement with the

Year Director.

With all aspects of uniform, as with any

other matter of Academy policy, if you are

uncertain please ask for our advice. Pupils

can, and will, be disciplined and ultimately

sent home if they are not wearing the correct

Academy uniform. We will work with you

to ensure that this does not happen.

Buying Academy Uniform
Uniform is available from a range of suppliers

in Lincoln and the surrounding area.

• To support children in developing their

own, unique personalities while

maintaining consideration and

compassion for others.

• To build on the Foundation Stage and

ensure that the children have the

essential knowledge, self-confidence

and inter-personal skills to transfer

smoothly and successfully to the

secondary phase of education.

We firmly believe that education has to be

more than the experience of the classroom.

There are many activities and visits

throughout the year to develop the

children’s wider interests and to support

classroom learning.

Secondary

The Academy offers a unique Year Base

system in Year 7, allowing the Year Group

to have their own dedicated and

personalised learning environment. It has

been recognised by many parents and

other schools as an excellent way of

providing and catering for the needs of

each individual pupil.

From Year 8, the pupils continue to benefit

from the support of the Year Base

Structure, but move to specialist teaching

areas for their lessons.

Within each Year Base/Curriculum Base,

there is a Year Director who is responsible

for the Year Group. He/she ensures that

each child’s needs are fully met in terms

of both curriculum and pastoral care. Each

Year Base/Curriculum Base also has

a Pastoral Manager and team of Pupil

Support Assistants, who work alongside

the teaching staff, to ensure that each

child receives a personalised education

within a friendly and caring environment.

Each Year Group has its own recreational

area, where the pupils are able to enjoy

their breaks and lunchtimes. The Year 7

pupils have their own purposely designed

activity area which provides equipment

where they can release their excess energy,

or quiet areas where they can relax

amongst friends.

Uniform
The proper wearing of the Academy’s

uniform is very important. It provides pupils

with an identity, helps promote a purposeful

approach to learning and demonstrates

a commitment to the values of the

Academy. Our strict and consistent

approach is appreciated by both pupils

and parents and they have worked hard

with us to ensure that the uniform is of a

high standard, appropriate to the

requirements of modern-day education.

There is an expectation that all members

of the Academy will strive to look their best.

For pupils, this will mean wearing the

Academy uniform correctly when travelling

to, from and within the Academy and when

on trips and visits. Extreme haircuts and

hair colouring are not acceptable. The

decision as to what is appropriate is one

for the Academy to decide.
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Primary

Girls
Skirt: Grey, traditional school style, knee length

Trousers: Grey, traditional straight school style, no stretch fabrics,

turn-ups or flares

Polo shirt: Sky Blue

Sweatshirt: Navy with Academy badge

Summer dress: Blue check

Shoes: Black, Plain, Safe and Flat Polished Shoes

Socks: Grey or Black with trousers, White with skirt

Tights: Black or Grey (80+ denier)

PE Uniform: Shorts and Light Blue t-shirt, trainers

Boys
Trousers/shorts: Grey, traditional straight school style

Polo shirt: Sky Blue

Sweatshirt: Navy with Academy badge

Shoes: Black, sensible school shoes

Socks: Grey or Black

PE Uniform: Shorts and Light Blue t-shirt, trainers

Secondary (Y6 - Y11)

Girls
Skirt: Grey, traditional school style, knee length, no stretch fabrics

Trousers: Grey, traditional straight school style, no stretch fabrics,

turn-ups or flares

Shirt: Sky Blue, worn with clip-on tie

Blazer: Navy, with Academy badge (Y6 with purple trim to collar)

Shoes: Black, Plain, Safe and Flat Polished Shoes

Socks: Grey or Black with trousers, White with skirt

Tights: Black or Grey (80+ denier)

Coat or Anorak: Plain dark colour

School Tie: To be worn so that there is no gap between the

bottom of the tie and skirt/trouser waistband

PE Uniform: Blue polo shirt, Navy sweatshirt, Navy shorts

or tracksuit

Boys
Trousers: Grey, traditional straight school style

Shirt: Sky Blue, worn with clip-on tie

Blazer: Navy, with Academy badge

Shoes: Black, Plain, Safe and Flat Polished Shoes

Socks: Grey or Black

Coat or Anorak: Plain dark colour

School Tie: To be worn so that there is no gap between the

bottom of the tie and the trouser waistband

PE Uniform: Blue polo shirt, Navy sweatshirt, Navy shorts

or tracksuit

To prevent the loss of kit, each article of clothing should have name tapes sewn into it and trainers should have a name

printed underneath the tongue of both shoes with a laundry marker.
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All pupils represent The Priory Witham

Academy at all times. It is essential,

therefore, that their behaviour always

reflects our high expectations. Failure to

adhere to the requirements of any trip,

including the wearing of smart casual dress

(as appropriate and as set out in a kit list)

and excellent behaviour throughout, could

result in pupils being withdrawn from the

trip, being sent home from the trip and/or

being prevented from involvement in future

trips. The Academy’s decision is final.

Detentions
There is an Academy detention sanction

which takes place for one hour at the

end of formal lesson time. Pupils are

placed in this only as a last resort and

parents are given the statutory 24 hours’

notice before this occurs. This is not a

voluntary activity and although parental

agreement is not required, we seek to

work together on this.

Behaviour Outside the Academy
Pupils are expected to adhere to the same

high standards whilst wearing their uniform

going to and from the Academy.

The only jewellery allowed to be worn in
the Academy is a single pair of plain gold
or silver studs for girls (which should be
worn in the lower lobe), and one plain flat
ring. This is to ensure that accidents due
to jewellery or loss of items do not occur.

Make-up is not allowed. Extreme haircuts
(as decided by the Academy), dyed or
coloured hair are unacceptable.

Insurance
Parents are reminded that the Academy
does not accept responsibility for personal
property. Pupils are strongly advised not
to bring expensive items to the Academy.
Parents should ensure that their household
insurance policy covers their child’s
personal possessions. The Academy does
not accept any liability.

Mobile Phones and Cameras
We understand that mobile phones have
come to be seen as a useful security item
but they bring with them significant
problems. Whilst on site, mobile phones
must be turned off and remain inactive
unless they are used to enhance the
learning experience as requested by a
member of staff. The taking of photographs
of any kind, on the Academy site,
is done so only with the prior permission
of the Head of Academy. Possessing
images taken on our site, even if it is of
friends, can lead to disciplinary action.

Calculators
It is beneficial for pupils to have a simple
scientific calculator. They can be
purchased from the Academy and are

suitable for pupils up to the end of their

GCSE courses. Maths and Science

teaching staff will be pleased to offer

advice on such a purchase.

Charging for Activities
The Priory Witham Academy does not

charge fees for tuition. Charges may be

necessary, however, for activities which

take place in Academy time, or which form

part of the curriculum studies of the

Academy. In some cases, the Academy

may invite parents to make a voluntary

financial contribution to activities which

are additional to the basic curriculum.

However, apart from music tuition where

there may be an occasional need for a

charge, there will be no obligation to make

such contributions and equality of

opportunity for all pupils will be maintained,

irrespective of any voluntary contributions.

Academy Trips
Trips are a valued part of our educational

provision. Their continued success is due

to the dedication and commitment of the

staff who carry out these voluntary duties.

There is no automatic right for pupils to

participate in these activities and the

Academy reserves the right to decide on

the composition of any trip. The inclusion

of any pupil is on the understanding that

their standard of behaviour, work progress

and commitment to the wearing of their

uniform is acceptable to the Academy.

If they fall short in these areas, then the

Academy reserves the right to exclude

pupils from a trip.
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Practitioner/Year Director. If you feel,

however, that an issue has not been

satisfactorily resolved, then a member of

the Senior Leadership Team can be

contacted in writing or by phoning the

Academy Reception. We will try to deal

with your concerns within 24 hours, but,

at maximum, within five working days. If

you are still dissatisfied with the decision,

then we will provide you with information

about your rights and the different ways

in which you can pursue your concerns.

Summary of the Sex

Education Policy
There is a programme of Sex Education

within the curriculum in order to assist

pupils to have due regard for moral

considerations and the value of family life.

In particular, the aims of the Academy’s

Sex Education Policy are to support the

personal, moral and social development

of all pupils and to ensure that they have

the ability to accept their own and each

other’s sexuality. They learn to enjoy

relationships based on caring, mutual

respect and responsibility whilst learning

to take responsibility for the health of

themselves and those around them.

Arrangements for pupils with

Special Educational Needs and

Disabilities (SEND)
Great care is taken to identify and support

pupils with Special Educational Needs

and Disabilities wherever possible. The

Academy has a qualified member of staff

who takes responsibility for co-ordinating

our work with these pupils and we abide

by the Code of Practice (2014),

embedded through the Children and

Families Act 2014. This ensures that we

work collaboratively with parents,

colleagues in the Support Service and

the pupil themselves to ensure the

necessary intervention and resources are

facilitated. The Academy has produced

a SEND Statement, published on our

website, detailing the support we are able

to offer. SEND does not only refer to

children with Physical or Learning

Difficulties; support may also be needed

for particularly able children or those who

find it difficult to meet the Academy’s

expectations of acceptable behaviours.

Religious Education
RE is provided for all pupils in accordance

with the Lincolnshire Agreed Syllabus of

Religious Education. A daily act of

collective worship is held. Parents have

the right to withdraw their child from this

act of religious worship and other religious

education by making a written request

to the Head of Academy.

The Academy has no affiliation with any

religious denomination.

Race Equality Policy
The Academy is committed to providing

equal opportunities for all. Its policy can

be viewed on the website.

Website
The Academy website provides further

information and a full range of policies can

be accessed.

Expressing your concerns
We are fully committed to providing the

best possible education for your child.

However, we realise that sometimes things

go wrong and that this can be a

concerning time for all. Most concerns

can be resolved through contact with your

child’s Class Teacher or Form Tutor (via

the Planner) or by contacting the Lead
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c. siblings of pupils who are on the roll
of the Academy at the time of the
application.

d. children of a member of staff of the
academy who has been employed at
the academy for two or more years at
the time of the application.

e. children who live nearest to the
Academy as the crow flies from the
Academy’s main entrance to the post
office address point of the child’s home.

f. as allowed under the School Admissions
Code, children of staff in shortage areas
recruited after 16th April in the year of
admission may be considered as
exceptional admissions.

At Reception Year (age 5)
After the admission of pupils with EHC
plans or statements, the criteria below will
be applied for the remaining places, in the
order in which they are set out below:
a. looked after children, or previously

looked after children, sometimes referred
to as children in public care.

b. siblings of pupils who are on the roll of
the Academy at the time of the
application.

c. children eligible for the early years pupil
premium, the pupil premium or the
service premium who are in a nursery
class in the Priory Witham Academy.

d. children of a member of staff of the
academy who has been employed at
the academy for two or more years at
the time of the application.

e. children who live nearest to the
Academy as the crow flies from the
Academy’s main entrance to the post
office address point of the child’s home.

The Priory Witham Academy will have a

Published Admission Number of 78 pupils

(39 part-time morning places and 39 part-

time afternoon places) aged 3, 60 pupils

aged 5 and an additional 30 pupils aged

11. The Priory Witham Academy will

therefore admit a maximum of 78 part-

time pupils into its Nursery (age 3), a

maximum of 60 pupils in Year FS2

(statutory aged 5) and 30 in Year 7, if

sufficient applications are received. The

Year 7 group will therefore have 90,

including the pupils entitled to transfer

automatically from Y6.

Further details are available in the ‘Going

to School in Lincolnshire’ information guide

and on the Academy’s website.

To the Nursery (age 3)
The Priory Witham Academy will first

accept all pupils with an education, health

and care (EHC) plan or a statement of

special educational needs which names

the Academy.

After the admission of pupils with EHC

plans or statements, the criteria below will

be applied for the remaining places, in the

order in which they are set out below:

a. looked after children, or previously

looked after children, sometimes referred

to as children in public care.

b. children where recognised professional

opinion, including medical reasons,

shows that circumstances present a

particularly strong case for taking in a

child, and that opinion is accepted by

the Academy.

f. as allowed under the School Admission

Code, children of staff in shortage areas

recruited after 16th April in the year of

admission may be considered as

exceptional admissions.

At Year 7
After the admission of pupils with EHC

plans or statements, the criteria below will

be applied for the remaining places, in the

order in which they are set out below:

a. looked after children, or previously

looked after children, sometimes

referred to as children in public care.

b. siblings of pupils who are on the roll of

the Academy at the time of the

application.

c. children of a member of staff of the

academy who has been employed at

the academy for two or more years at

the time of the application.

d. children who live nearest to the

Academy as the crow flies from the

Academy’s main entrance to the post

office address point of the child’s home.

e. as allowed under the School Admissions

Code, children of staff in shortage areas

recruited after 1st March in the year of

admission may be considered as

exceptional admissions.
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The Academy Year

Term

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Start4

Thursday 1st September 2016

Monday 31st October 2016

Wednesday 4th January 2017

Monday 20th February 2017

Tuesday 18th April 2017

Monday 5th June 2017

End4

EnFriday 21st October 2016

Tuesday 20th December 2016

Friday 10th February 2017

Friday 31st March 2017

Friday 26th May 2017

Friday 14th July 2017

The Academy Day

Foundation Stage  1

Foundation Stage 2

Key Stage 2

Key Stage 3 - Key Stage 5

Form Time

Period 1

Period 2

Break

Period 3

Lunch

Period 4

Period 5

Extra Curricular Activities

Start4

8.30 or 12.15

8.45

8.45

9.00

10.00

11.00

11.05

12.15

12.45

1.45

2.45

End

11.30 or 3.15

3.00

9.00

10.00

11.00

11.15

12.15

12.45

1.45

2.45

3.45
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Key Stage 3 Curriculum for September 2016

Key Stage 4 Curriculum for September 2016

Subject

English

Maths

Science

Art

Design and Enterprise Technology Inc ICT

Humanities

*PSHMRE

Performing Arts

Physical Education

Languages

Music

Option 1

Option 2

Total

Year 7 Periods

4

4

4

1

2

3

1

1

2

2

1

N/A

N/A

25

Year 8 Periods

4

4

4

1

2

3

1

1

2

2

1

N/A

N/A

25

Year 9 Periods

5

5

4

N/A

N/A

3

1

N/A

1

N/A

N/A

3

3

25

*Personal, Social, Health, Moral, Religious Education

Subject

English

Maths

Science

*PSHMRE

Physical Education

History/Geography/Language

Option 1

Option 2

Total

*Personal, Social, Health, Moral, Religious Education

Periods

4

5

5

1

1

3

3

3

25
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Key Stage 3 Results: 2015/16
Following a review of the Academy assessment structure in Key Stage 3 the following table shows the percentage of pupils working
at a good standard at the end of Year 9 (Learning Band 4).

Academy Results 2016

86%

75%

63%

Key Stage 4 Results: 2015/16
44% of students gained a grade C or higher in both English and Mathematics.

A* A B C D E F G U %A*- C %A*- GQualification

Art

Biology

Business Studies

Chemistry

English Language

English Literature

Food

French

Geography

History

ICT (ECDL)

Mathematics

Physical Education

Performing Arts

Physics

Production Arts

Resistant Materials

Science Additional GCSE

Science Core GCSE

Statistics

5

3

0

2

1

2

0

1

2

0

28

5

1

3

3

0

0

0

0

2

5

0

4

1

13

9

0

3

6

3

22

6

1

5

0

2

3

3

2

5

3

1

7

1

42

19

1

1

11

8

7

28

3

4

0

7

0

25

24

25

0

0

0

0

15

22

1

1

8

10

0

25

7

0

1

0

1

18

18

17

0

0

0

0

8

19

2

1

6

8

0

8

12

0

0

0

3

17

25

11

0

0

0

0

3

9

6

0

2

3

0

7

1

0

0

0

6

9

7

5

0

0

0

0

1

2

6

0

0

2

0

3

0

0

0

0

2

5

2

2

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

100

100

100

100

67

36

6

71

56

31

100

48

20

100

75

100

20

36

33

47

100

100

100

100

99

99

94

100

100

94

100

99

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

99

Qualification

English

Maths

Science

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

16

1

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Sixth Form Results: 2015/16

Art

Business Studies (Subsidiary Diploma)

Engineering (Subsidiary Diploma)

Health & Social Care (Certificate)

Health & Social Care (Diploma)

Health & Social Care (90 Credit Diploma)

History A Level

ICT (Subsidiary Diploma)

Music (Subsidiary Diploma)

Production Arts (Subsidiary Diploma)

Performing Arts (Subsidiary Diploma)

Science (Certificate)

Science (Subsidiary Diploma)

Sports Studies (Extended)

Sports Studies (Diploma)

A* A B C D E U No of Entries%A*- E

-

72

75

50

100

50

-

50

-

100

100

100

43

100

50

20

14

25

-

-

50

-

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

40

20

-

-

-

-

-

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

40

14

-

-

-

-

-

37

50

-

-

-

43

-

10

20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

-

50

-

-

-

14

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

5

7

4

2

7

2

1

8

4

1

1

1

7

2

5
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